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EC1 211526 South Church Street

Charlotte, NC 28201-1006

Mailing Address:
EC12L / P.O. Box 1006
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

10 CFR 52.79

Subject: Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
William States Lee III Nuclear Station - Docket Nos. 52-018 and 52-019
AP1000 Combined License Application for the William States Lee III Nuclear
Station Units 1 and 2
Response to Request for Additional Information Letter No. 112 (eRAI 7436)
Ltr#: WLG2014.04-05

Letter from Brian Hughes (NRC) to Robert Kitchen (Duke Energy), Request
for Additional Information Letter No. 112, Related to SRP Section 02.05.04 -
Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations for the William States Lee
III Units 1 and 2 Combined License Application, dated March 12, 2014
(ML14071A521)

References: 1.

2. Letter from Christopher M. Fallon (Duke Energy) to the Document Control
Desk, Partial Response to Request for Additional Information (RAI 7436), Ltr#
WLG2014.04-03, dated April 10, 2014

This letter provides Duke Energy's supplemental response to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's request for additional information (RAI) included in Reference 1. The response to
RAI 02.05.04-18 is addressed in a separate enclosure, which also identifies associated changes
when appropriate, to be made in a future revision of the Final Safety Analysis Report for the Lee
Nuclear Station. The responses to RAI 02.05.04-19 and 02.05.04-20 were provided previously
by Reference 2.

If you have questions or require additional information, please contact Robert H. Kitchen,
Nuclear Development Licensing Director, at (704) 382-4046.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the forgoing is true and correct. Executed April 24, 2014.

Sincerely,

dC41A1 /L74
Christopher M. Fallon
Vice President
Nuclear Development

OjD
www.duke-energy.com
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Enclosure:

1) Lee Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 Response to Request for Additional Information (RAI)
Letter No. 112, RAI 02.05.04-18 (eRAI 7436)
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Enclosure 1

Lee Nuclear Station Units. 1 and 2 Response to Request for Additional Information (RAI)

RAI Letter No. 112

RAI 02.05.04-18 (eRAI 7436)
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Lee Nuclear Station Response to Request for Additional Information (RAI)

RAI Letter No. 112

NRC Technical Review Branch: Geotechnical Engineering Branch 1 (RGS1)

Reference NRC RAI Number(s): 02.05.04-18 (eRAI 7436)

NRC RAI:

In revised COLA Part 2, FSAR Chapter 2, Subsection 2.5.4.8, it indicates that the immediate
underlying material for some non-seismic portions of the annex and turbine buildings will be
saprolite soils, instead of compacted engineered granular fill over saprolite soils as originally
planned. Because the SPT N60 values of the saprolite soil are between 11 and 30 as listed in
Table 2.5.4-211, and the possible maximum groundwater level will be above this layer of soil,
this saprolite soil is not totally liquefaction potential free. Since AP1000 DC Tier I specifies
differential settlement requirements between the nuclear island and adjacent buildings, in
accordance with 10 CFR 100.23 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix S, please: 1) provide an
estimate of the maximum thickness of saprolite soil under the aforementioned buildings; 2)
address its liquefaction potential; and 3) discuss the impact of such materials underneath
portions of the foundation on the differential settlement between the nuclear island and adjacent
buildings.

Duke Energy Response:

Section 2.5.4.8 of the FSAR states "Some saprolite may underlie the granular fill supporting the
southernmost areas of the non-seismic part of the annex buildings for Unit 1 and Unit 2 and for
the southern area of the non-seismic part of the turbine building for Unit 2." These potential
locations are depicted on Figure 1.

After the 2012 relocation, the southernmost area of the non-seismic annex building for Unit 1
lies over existing concrete, which in turn is underlain by continuous rock. Therefore, no saprolite
will exist beneath the southernmost area of the non-seismic annex building for Unit 1. The
FSAR text will be revised to remove the references to saprolite beneath Unit 1.

As described below, Duke Energy has elected to revise the foundation materials supporting the
non-seismic portion of the Unit 2 turbine building, removing the existing saprolite material
mentioned.

The only area where saprolite soil will remain beneath the AP1000 non-seismic buildings is
beneath the southernmost end of the non-seismic part of the Unit 2 annex building. As
illustrated in AP1000 DCD (Tier 2) Figures 1.2-17 through 1.2-20, the non-seismic portion of the
annex building is a light single-story office structure founded separately from the seismic
category II (SC-Il) portion of the annex building. The area is distant from the Unit 2 nuclear
island, and also from the foundation support zones of the SC-Il portions of the Unit 2 annex
building and turbine building. Those SC-Il buildings are located between the non-seismic
portion of the annex building and the nuclear island. As described below, the saprolite soil
materials remaining in place are highly resistant to liquefaction. Because of these factors, the
presence of saprolite soils supporting the southernmost end of the non-seismic portion of the
Unit 2 annex building has no potential for interaction with the Unit 2 nuclear island, or to impact
the differential settlement between the Unit 2 nuclear island and SC-Il adjacent buildings..
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Estimate of Maximum Thickness

The saprolite beneath the granular fill in the southern area of the non-seismic part of the turbine
building for Unit 2 is shown on FSAR Figures 2.5.4-235, 2.5.4-237 and 2.5.4-238. The estimated
maximum thickness of this saprolite is about 25 ft in the vicinity of Boring B-1022 on FSAR
Figure 2.5.4-237. This saprolite will be covered by approximately 30 to 35 ft thickness of dense
granular fill. After applying the criterion in FSAR Subsection 2.5.4.5.3.3 to confirm that only
suitable saprolite is left in-place beneath the structure, Duke Energy believes that the saprolite
as depicted would provide adequate and reliable support for the non-seismic part of the turbine
building for Unit 2.

Since the SC-Il and non-seismic parts of the turbine building share a common mat foundation,
and since saprolite is not allowed under the SC-Il turbine building area, Duke Energy has
decided to remove the saprolite soil from beneath the non-seismic area of the Unit 2 turbine
building as well. Accordingly, FSAR Figures 2.5.4-261, 2.5.4-263 and 2.5.4-264 will be revised
to show the granular fill extending to partially weathered rock (PWR) in these areas. No
saprolite will underlie the non-seismic turbine building for Unit 2, and consequently the thickness
of the saprolite will be zero.

The only area on Figure 1 where saprolite will be left in-place is the southernmost area of the
non-seismic portion of the Unit 2 annex building. This area is distant from the Unit 2 nuclear
island, and from the foundation support zones for the SC-Il portions of the annex building and
turbine building that are between this area of saprolite and the nuclear island. Historic
Cherokee-era borings in this vicinity indicate the saprolite satisfying the criterion in the FSAR
may be about 10 to 20 ft thick below the current ground surface elevations in this locality. Up to
about 20 ft of new fill will be required to bring the current ground surface up to the yard elevation
in this locality.

Liquefaction Potential

FSAR Subsection 2.5.4.5.3.3 describes the criterion that will be used to confirm that only
suitable saprolite is left in-place beneath the southernmost area of the Unit 2 non-seismic annex
building. This criterion is that suitable saprolite will exhibit a standard penetration resistance
(N60) value of 15 or more when measured at a depth of 3 ft below the bottom of the construction
excavation. FSAR Subsection 2.5.4.8 describes how, based on a very conservative assumption
for 15 percent fines content of the saprolite, this criterion saprolite with N60 equal to 15 blows per
foot at a depth of 3 feet below the base of the open excavation has (N1)60 = values equal to 26-
27 blows per foot, and thus may be considered as highly resistant to liquefaction per Figure 2 of
Reference 1 (Youd, et al., 2001).

Differential Settlement Relative to the Nuclear Island

The turbine building for Unit 2, with the removal of all saprolite, relies on granular fill, partially
weathered rock (PWR) and rock for its foundation support. PWR and rock are considered
relatively incompressible materials, and settlement will be controlled by the granular fill. FSAR
Subsection 2.5.4.10.2.2 confirms that the foundation performance of buildings supported on the
granular fill will meet the DCD Subsection 2.5.4.3 criterion for differential settlement relative to
the settlement of the nuclear island.

The non-seismic annex buildings are not adjacent to the nuclear islands. As illustrated in
AP1000 DCD (Tier 2) Figures 1.2-17 through 1.2-20, they are one story structures that are
distant from the nuclear islands, with foundation support independent of the SC-Il annex
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buildings that are adjacent to the Nuclear Islands. Since the non-seismic annex buildings are
not adjacent to the Nuclear Islands, the differential settlement criteria in DCD Subsection 2.5.4.3
are not applicable to those buildings.

Updates to FSAR Fiqures

FSAR Figures 2.5.4-245 and 2.5.4-260 through 2.5.4-265 will be revised to show the removal of
saprolite soils beneath the Unit 2 turbine building, and to clarify the lateral extent of granular fill
material, described in FSAR Subsection 2.5.4.8 as being 100 ft from the nuclear island walls or
as necessary to form the foundation support zone of the SC-Il portions of the annex building
and turbine building, whichever is the greater distance. FSAR Figure 2.5.4-239 is also revised
administratively to clarify the spacing between Unit 1 and Unit 2.

Reference
1. Youd et al, "Liquefaction Resistance of Soils: Summary Report from the 1996 NCEER and

1998 NCEER/NSF Workshops on Evaluation of Liquefaction Resistance of Soils", Journal of
Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering, Vol. 127, No. 10, American Society of
Civil Engineers, October, 2001, pages 817 to 833. Also, see Errata in Closure to
"Liquefaction Resistance of Soils: Summary Report from the 1996 NCEER and 1998
NCEER/NSF Workshops on Evaluation of Liquefaction Resistance of Soils", Journal of
Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering, Vol. 129, No. 3, American Society of Civil
Engineers, March, 2003, pages 284 to 286.
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Figure 1
Potential Locations of Underlying Saprolite
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Associated Revision to the Lee Nuclear Station Final Safety Analysis Report:

FSAR Subsection 2.5.4.8

FSAR Figures 2.5.4-239, 2.5.4-245, and 2.5.4-260 through 2.5.4-265

Attachment:

1. Revisions to FSAR Subsection 2.5.4 Text and Figures
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Attachment 1

Response to Request for Additional Information 02.05.04-018 (eRAI 7436)

Revisions to FSAR Chapter 2, Subsection 2.5.4 Text and Figures

Subsection 2.5.4.8

FSAR Figure 2.5.4-239

FSAR Figure 2.5.4-245

FSAR Figure 2.5.4-260

FSAR Figure 2.5.4-261

FSAR Figure 2.5.4-262

FSAR Figure 2.5.4-263

FSAR Figure 2.5.4-264

FSAR Figure 2.5.4-265
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1. COLA Part 2, FSAR, Chapter 2, Subsection 2.5.4.8, fourth paragraph of the subsection is
revised as follows:

Shallow foundations for non-Category I plant facilities adjacent to the nuclear island (i.e.,
seismic Category II part of the annex building, non-seismic radwaste building, and seismic
Category II part of the turbine building), as well as the foundations for the non-seismic part
of the turbine building, are completely founded on or over compacted engineered granular
fill over partially weathered rock/continuous rock, or compacted engineered granular fill over
concrete and partially weathered rock/continuous rock. The non-seismic part of the annex
building for Unit 1 is underlain at depth by continuous rock or by concrete over continuous
rock. The northern part of the non-seismic part of the annex buildingq for Unit 2 is underlain
at depth by partially weathered rock, continuous rock, or fill concrete. The southern part of
the non-seismic part of the Unit 2 annex building and non ci.mic part Of tho turbiRe building
afeis underlain at depth by partWialy .. t.. rhk•,-,ntnnGUS r9ck, co.ncrto and partially
w;oathoroFd rock'conJtnuouc rock, or saprolite soils overlying partially weathered
rock/continuous rock.

2. COLA Part 2, FSAR, Chapter 2, Subsection 2.5.4.8, sixth paragraph of the subsection is
revised as follows:

Subsection 2.5.4.5.3.3 describes the criteria and steps for verification of proper foundation
support conditions below the base of the granular fill. Figures 2.5.4-245 and 2.5.4-260
through 2.5.4-265 depict the conditions below the base of the granular fill. No saprolite
underlies the granular fill supporting the seismic Category II parts of the annex and turbine
buildings for Unit 1 and Unit 2, or the non-seismic parts of the turbine buildings for Unit 1
and Unit 2, or the non-seismic radwaste buildings for Unit 1 and Unit 2. The same is true for
the northorn poeRtin of tho non-seismic part of the annex buildings for Unit 1 and the
northern portion of the non-seismic part of the annex building for Unit 2., tho non seismic
part of tho turbine building $OF Unit 1 , and the norGthor portio of tho non seimic part of tho
turbno• building " Fo Un"it 2. Some saprolite may underlie the granular fill supporting the
southernmost areas of the non:seismic part of the Unit 2 annex buildings for Unit 1 a-nd Unit
2 and !Fo the southoRni area of tlhe noin coismic part of t... turbono buil;ding !Fo Unit 2.

3. COLA Part 2, FSAR, Chapter 2, Subsection 2.5.4.8, eighth and ninth paragraphs are
revised as follows:

The preceding analysis determines that no liquefaction hazard exists to seismic Category I
safety-related plant structures and facilities, supported on sound rock or concrete over rock.
As described above, neither fill concrete nor rock are susceptible to liquefaction. The
analysis also determines that no liquefaction hazard exists for adjacent seismic Category II
structures and facilities supported on compacted engineered granular fill over partially
weathered rock/continuous rock, or compacted engineered granular fill over fill concrete and
partially weathered rock/continuous rock. The compacted engineered granular fill and
partially weathered rock will exhibit neither potential for liquefaction and related deformation,
nor potential for adverse effects attributed to cyclic strain-softening or pore pressure build-
up. Thus, any structure that could affect the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 and Unit 2 nuclear
islands (including the seismic Category II portions of both the annex buildings and the
turbine buildings, the non-seismic radwaste buildings), and also the et-iie-non-seismic
turbine buildings for Unit 1, and the nr.thrn ara.. of the nonimic parts of the turbine

-,idi, e 1F 'Ri, 2) is on compacted engineered granular fill over partially weathered
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rock/continuous rock or compacted engineered granular fill over fill concrete over partially
weathered rock/continuous rock, and is not subject to liquefaction.

Thoe couthor ondc of tho non chi.Ao••,..mc potion.e-of the annex buildin'g fo"•r Un It 1 and ,, t 2
and- the coulthrn ond_ Of the non coicmic pOrtof tho turbhino buildig for Unit2myb
underlain at d.pt ..b. yaplito. Some saprolite may underlie the fill supporting the
southernmost area of the non-seismic part of the annex building for Unit 2. -These-This areas
will be highly resistant to liquefaction per Figure 2 of Reference 231, and will exhibit low to
nil potential for liquefaction and related deformation, and low potential for adverse effects
attributed to cyclic strain-softening or pore pressure build-up. T-hese-This locations afeis also
remote from the nuclear islands and thus havehas no potential for affecting the nuclear
islands.


















